
Operational Best Practices

Securing Aircraft

Please develop your site-specific guidance taking into account local conditions such as ramp elevations, equipment, 
location and any other circumstances that would affect your best practices. 

Aircraft Less Than or Equal to 12,500 lbs. Gross Weight: (Single and Light Twins)

Wind Less Than or Equal to 10 MPH:
 - For wind conditions at or below 10 MPH and aircraft less than or equal to 12,500 lbs. gross weight, the aircraft will be 
chocked at the nosewheel. The chocks shall be sized and constructed of an appropriate material to prevent the aircraft 
from rolling over the chock or pushing the chock along the surface.

Wind Greater Than 10 MPH / Less Than or Equal to 20 MPH:
 - In wind conditions/gusts greater than 10 MPH and aircraft less than or equal to 12,500 lbs. gross weight, the aircraft will 
be chocked at both mains or tied down at both wing positions. Tail dragger aircraft shall be secured at both wing positions 
and tail wheel position.

Wind Greater than 20 MPH:
 - For wind conditions/gusts greater than 20 mph and aircraft less than or equal to 12,500 lbs. gross weight, the aircraft 
will be tied down at a minimum of three locations, each being the left and right wing and the tail section.

Aircraft Greater Than 12,500 lbs. Gross Weight: (Heavy Twins, Turbo Props, Jets)

Wind Less Than or Equal to 10 MPH:
 - For wind conditions at or below 10 MPH and aircraft over 12,500 lbs. gross weight, the aircraft will be chocked at the 
nose wheel position or either main wheel.

Wind Greater Than 10 MPH / Less Than or Equal to 20 MPH:
 - In wind conditions/gusts greater than 10 MPH and aircraft over 12,500 lbs. gross weight, the aircraft will be chocked at 
both main wing positions. The pilot in command of the aircraft must be notified for further instructions. 

Wind Greater than 20 MPH:
 - For wind conditions/gusts greater than 20 mph and aircraft over 12,500 lbs. gross weight, the aircraft must be secured in 
accordance with the crew/pilots instructions and the aircraft manufacturers’ recommendations.



Operational Best Practices

Chocking of Aircraft in Hangars

Please develop your site-specific guidance taking into account local conditions such as ramp elevations, equipment, 
location and any other circumstances that would affect your best practices. 

- All aircraft in hangar wil be chocked at the main wheels.

- Aircraft over 12,500 lbs. will be chocked with 6 inch 6-8 lb rubber chocks.

- Aircraft under 12,500 lbs. shall be chocked with appropriately sized rubber chocks at least 1/2 the height of the tire.

- Aircraft with an aft center of gravity (CG) may lift over a nose chock. Consider triple chocking Citation Xs and other 
applicable aircraft specified by Member Company. 



Operational Best Practices

Safety Cones / Flags

Please develop your site-specific guidance taking into account local conditions such as ramp elevations, equipment, 
location and any other circumstances that would affect your best practices. 

1. Refuelers 
- An approved safety cone must be placed approximately ten (10) feet behind the refueler when servicing an aircraft. 
This will aid in protecting the rear of the refueler from other traffic as well as ensuring a walk around prior to departure. 

2. Hydrant Carts
- An approved safety cone or pit flag must be placed at the hydrant pit upon connecting to the pit. Removal of the cone 
is allowed upon closing the hydrant pit servicing hatch.

3. Aircraft Parking 
- Approved safety cones must be placed at the outboard wingtop position of each aircraft and is recommended at the 
tail section of the aircraft. Cone placement must not exceed five (5) feet outboard of each wingip and ten (10) feet 
from the tail.

- Aircraft parked in a row shall have safety cones placed at the wingtip position on the outermost aircraft at each end. 
If open parking slots exist within a row, safety cones shall be placed at the wingtip position on the end of each goup 
of aircraft.



Operational Best Practices

Aircraft Interior Cleaning

Please develop your site-specific guidance taking into account local conditions such as ramp elevations, equipment, 
location and any other circumstances that would affect your best practices. 

You may also be required to vacuum aircraft interiors, wash galley and lavatory surfaces, remove trash and straighten seat belts. The 
following checklist should be used when peforming interior cleaning. Never enter the cabin of an aircraft without the permission of 
the flight crew.

Aircraft Interior Cleaning Checklist
- Prior to the cleaning of any aircraft, verify that you have the proper cleaning agents and materials. Always consult the aircraft 
manual and any service bulletins for specific requirements and instructions.
- Follow all directions for the proper use of cleaning products and wear the appropriate clothing and protection items.
- Do not enter the aircraft until after instructed to do so by the flight crew.
- Remove dirty oily work boots prior to entering aircraft.

1. Main Cabin
__ Pick-up all loose litter, debris and trash from seats, 
       seat pockets, tables, cup holders, carry-on luggage
       racks, coat compartments and floor
__ Empty ashtrays
__ Clean and vacuum seats and align/cross seat belts
       (Take care never reach into seat cushions with your
        hands as you may stick yourself.)
__ Clean surfaces of desks and tables, including crevices 
        and edges
__ Clean passenger windows, use appropriate cleaner
__ Vacuum floor areas

3. Galley
__ Pick-up all loose litter, debris and trash
__ Remove and replace trash bag
__ Clean sink and fixtures (including faucets, drain
       and screen)
__ Clean counter and exterior storage compartments
__ Clean coffee area, including warming pad
__ Vacuum carpet or clean (mop) floor as needed

2. Lavatories
__ Pick-up all loose litter, debris and trash
__ Remove and replace trash bag/replace toilet and
        facial tissues as needed
__ Clean wash basin, fixtures, counter and trash
       disposal door
__ Clean and dry mirror
__ Clean exterior of storage compartments
__ Clean toilet seat and exterior area
__ Clean toilet basin and flush to verify system
        servicing has been completed
__ Mop or vacuum floor as applicable
__ Deodorize waste receptacle and lavatory area

4. Miscellaneous
__ After all cleaning has been completed, remove all trash
__ Verify all surfaces and floors are clean


